MISSION & VISION
Paradox Sports transforms lives and communities through adaptive climbing opportunities that defy convention. We envision a world with access to adaptive opportunities, which empowers individuals, builds communities, and honors the fact that ability does not stop opportunity.

Paradox Sports empowers individuals and communities by making climbing more accessible to people with physical disabilities. We achieve this through delivering national rock and ice climbing trips, and educational opportunities which train organizations in best practice and build sustainable local programs.

THE PROBLEM we aim to solve is the lack of access to adaptive climbing opportunities. We build communities to drive opportunity, deliver rock and ice climbing trips nationally, train organizations in best practice and establish sustainable local adaptive climbing programs.

We strive to serve a diverse population of over 600 individuals annually and provide equal access to climbing.

THE SOLUTION is to be the national leader in adaptive climbing techniques, positioned to deliver the Adaptive Climbing Initiative to a national customer base interested in getting trained in industry standard adaptive climbing techniques. We train the trainers at university programs, veteran affairs facilities, military programs and training programs, which are offset by individual donors and corporate sponsorship.
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